Abstract correlation have been proposed for the linear antenna array. Exponential correlation matrix model is also proposed for Spatial correlation is one of the impairments practical MIMO system because of its simplness, although it may
where H is an Nr*Nr complex propagation matrix that is Another common assumption for angular energy districonstant per packet transmission and assumed to be known bution is a uniform distribution. The uniform distribution is at the receiver. Element (n,m) of H contains the normaldefined as [6] ized flat-fading channel response from Tx antenna m to In other words, all receive powers in N receive antennas the identity matrix, here having dimension Nr. The total are equal. With the assumption, the normalized correlation power of s is P, i.e. independent of number Tx antennas.
coefficient -yhij is defined as
Without loss of generality, we assume Nr = Nt = N for 1 simplification in this paper, i.e. the MIMO system has N Pij = = 'Yij (15) transmit antennas and also N receive antennas. For a fixed linear N * N matrix channel with AWGN, the MIMO chanEquation (15) When a-and A change from 5 degrees to 10 degrees, the It is noticed that with the increase of the parameters capacity increases by more than 30%. Then the range of o-(A), R/A and the number of antenna n, the MIMO capacthe AOA has an apparent influence on the capacity of the ity steps up and the curves rise more rapidly when the pasystem. The approximate analysis exhibits good agreement rameters increase. Comparing the uniform angular energy with the exact analysis when A < 10 degrees and or < 10 distribution with the Gaussian distribution, higher capacity without the limitation of d/A and R/A. is predicted. As we see in Fig.4 , the parameter R/A is also important
The correlation model introduced here has very good for the analysis of the system capacity. It is obvious that performances in computational efficiency. From the figures the increase of R/A means the decrease of the correlation we know that for lower and intermediate ov(A), the approxof antennas. When the R/A is big enough, the correlation imate equations fit well with the exact equations. However gets close to zero and the capacity must to be the best. And the approximate equations saved about 50% -70% compufrom the figure, we can also get the conclusion that under tational time compared with the exact equations. In practhe Gaussian distribution the system has better performance tical computation this model can greatly minish operation compared with the situation under uniform distribution, time and difficulty compared with other models. 1 2 % -5 P 4 4~~~ẽ x I a c i t a n d a p p r o x i D a r t e [7] J.Zhou, KIsgizawa, S.Sasaki, H.Kikuch, "Generalized spatial correlation equations for antenna arrays in
